
Associate in Administration

 
An Associate of Arts (AA) in Criminal Justice is designed to give the student a general

knowledge of areas like law enforcement, probation programs, and security. 

This degree is a great transition for students who are looking to continue their

education with a Bachelor of Arts (BA) or Sciences (BS) in Criminal Justice or similar

social science. While in this program, students will not only be given the opportunity to

complete their general study courses but also sharpen their ethical decision making,

critical thinking, and problem solving skills.

 

Upon graduation students who wish to continue their education can pursue a BA or

BS in Criminal Justice which is also a great launching point for the ambitious student

who wishes to go on to law school and earn their Juris Doctor (JD).

 

Althoug has many facets of this industry do not immediately require a degree to enter,

it can be particularly difficult to be promoted beyond a certain rank without one. For

instance, in many U.S. states police officers, parole officers, or prison guards can

enter the field with only a high school diploma; yet, it can be difficult to progress

beyond sergeant or lieutenant without a college education. This major will prepare you

for: An AA in Criminal Justice will prepare the graduate to have effective problem

solving and communication skills while using terminology necessary for use in the

field. Students should also expect to be proficient in accessing information resources

while evaluating them for credibility and importance. These skills will be vital to learn

for both the student entering the field upon receiving their AA and students who plan

to earn their BA/BS in a related field.

 

Schools That Offer Associate in Accounting

 
This program is designed for advanced practice nurses who hold a

Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) degree and licensed as a

Registered Nurses with at least one year of clinical experience.

 

Preparing students for professional and personal success is what

Berkeley College is all about. From career-focused degree and

certificate programs offered in some of today’s most in-demand

professions to extensive support resources, YOU are at the center of

everything we do at Berkeley. Berkeley College offers career-

focused programs, supportive professors with real-world industry

knowledge, hands-on learning through our internship program, and a

variety of supplemental programs and activities.

 


